Strategies and outcomes of PGD of familial adenomatous polyposis.
Owing to adult onset of hereditary cancer, prenatal diagnosis (PND) raises numerous ethical issues on the acceptability to terminate an affected pregnancy (TOP). PND for these disorders is often considered as unacceptable by couples as well as geneticists and legal or ethical authorities, but preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD), even if subject to controversy, seems to be a more acceptable option. Therefore, many couples, who do not want to transmit their cancer to their children, consider PGD as their only reproductive option. This article describes our experience of PGD for familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP). Twelve couples were referred between 2000 and 2005. We developed PGD tests to detect the mutation alone, but we rapidly set up multiplex PCR combining mutation detection and indirect diagnosis. Finally, we set up duplex and triplex indirect diagnoses to be able to offer a PGD, whatever mutation was involved in familial cases. PGD strategies were based on (i) a new double allele-specific PCR approach (D-ARMS) allowing the detection of the wild-type and mutated allele; (ii) PCR fragments sizing and (iii) restriction length polymorphisms. For the 12 referrals, we developed eight tests, and 11 cycles have been performed for four couples, resulting in eight embryo transfers and five pregnancies, with the birth of one healthy boy and two ongoing pregnancies. We are now able to propose PGD to most couples at risk of transmitting FAP to their offspring, whether the mutation is familial or occurred de novo.